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I. INTRODUCTION
V EGETATED land surfaces scatter radiation anisotropically in many wavelengths. The bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) [1] specifies the behavior of scattering over the vegetated land surface as a function of illumination and viewing angles and land surface parameters. Modeling the BRDF provides an improved understanding of the physical processes of light interaction with vegetation canopies and further has the practical benefit of allowing improved interpretation of remote sensing data. Following the launch of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Multi-angle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) sensors by NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS), inversion of BRDF models has great potential to provide the surface parameters needed for climate and vegetation studies from remotely sensed data.
There are numerous BRDF models to describe the anisotropic reflectance of vegetation, including empirical functions [2] , semiempirical functions [3] , [4] and physical models. The physical models include radiative transfer (RT) [5] and geometric optics (GO) [6] - [9] , or combined RT and GO [10] , ray tracing [11] , [12] and radiosity model [13] , [14] . Each approach has specific advantages and disadvantages, depending on the particular applications for which they were designed, which are summarized in several recent reviews [15] - [18] .
All models have to deal with the interactions of light occurring within and between individual plant canopies. There are two basic physical processes involved. The first such process is the surface scattering effect, also known as hotspot effect, the opposition effect or the geometric effect. The scene objects, such as leaves, stems and trunks and crowns that comprise the plant canopy cast shadows on other plants and the background. The primary cause of the hotspot in most vegetation canopies is the absence of shadows observable from the direction of illumination. However, in vegetation with large numbers of wavelength-sized structures, such as mosses, the hotspot is dominated by an interference phenomenon, so called coherent backscatter [23] . For complex canopies which include leaves, stems, trunks, and crowns, due to clumping of leaves, the hotspot due to shadow-hiding includes effects from multiple levels. Usually the smaller the ratio of the object size to the distance between the objects is, the sharper the hotspot [19] . The second primary effect is multiple scattering among leaves, crowns, and background, which is best handled using radiative transfer theory.
Radiative transfer theory was developed to describe photon transfer within a horizontally homogeneous layer of media, such as the atmosphere, or also dense vegetation canopies. Usually numerical methods are used to solve the complicated radiative transfer equation, but other analytical approxima-tions of radiative transfer theory have advantages. Hapke [20] developed a BRDF model for a homogeneous semiinfinite media composed of uniformly distributed scatterers. In his model, the singly scattered radiance is derived exactly, whereas the multiply scattered radiance is evaluated from a two-stream approximation, assuming that the scatterers comprising the canopy are isotropic. Verstraete et al. [21] followed Hapke's model to develop a BRDF model for homogeneous semi-infinite plant canopies by accounting explicitly for the effects of leaf orientation and geometrical arrangement in the canopy, or the hotspot effect. These models have shown great advantages in inversion [22] . But in reality, the canopy layer usually can not consider as a semi-infinite layer, so the application of Hapke's model is difficult. Usually in remote sensing of vegetation, the radiance is modeled by using unscattered radiance, single scattering radiance and multiple scattered radiance. The first two terms are modeled exactly and the multiple scattering is calculated from the two stream approximation analytically [24] - [26] . The explicit analytical model by Qin and Jupp [26] also considers the effect of angular distribution of canopy leaf surfaces. They found that the leaf shape and orientation have a considerable influence on the canopy hotspot except for planophile canopies or in near nadir viewing directions. The contributions from soil reflectance and multiple scattering increase with the modal inclination angles of leaves. More recently, Qin and Xiang [27] used their analytical model to model the effect of all foliage elements and their possibly nonrandom dispersion in space on directional reflectance, they found that the canopy hotspot becomes strongest when the mean inclination angle of foliage elements is around 20 then it rapidly decreases with an increase in that angle.
For discontinuous plant canopies, tree crowns cast shadows on trees and the background, which strongly conditions the brightness of the vegetation cover as seen from a given viewpoint in the hemisphere. This led to the development of the geometric optical (GO) models ([6] - [9] ). In GO models, the scene is treated as an assemblage of three dimensional tree crowns with specific shape and size. The scene as viewed by a sensor includes four components: sunlit crown, shaded crown, sunlit background, and shaded background. The bidirectional reflectance is modeled as a linear combination of four component spectral signatures, weighted by their areal proportions, which in turn are modeled as functions of the shape and size of tree crowns, their count densities and illumination and viewing directions.
One question associated with using GO models concerns the estimation of the component spectral signatures. One approach has been to measure them in the field, which was used effectively to estimate the BRDF of forests in Maine [28] . However, measuring these component spectral signatures can be difficult due to the requirement for measurements above the canopy. An alternative approach is to estimate component signatures based on analysis of image data, which has been done for forests in Oregon [29] and California [30] . The problem with this approach is that it is entirely empirical. The GO model is simple, which has advantages for surface parameter retrievals [31] , [32] . But the necessity to provide the component spectral signatures has undermined application of the GO models.
The component spectral signatures are the result of multiple scattering based on radiative transfer. More recently, Li et al. [10] developed a hybrid GORT model, which combines the geometric optics of large scale canopy structure with principles of radiative transfer for volume scattering within individual crowns. While single scattering and light penetration have been modeled accurately, the assumption of uniform multiple scattering from the sunlit and shaded surfaces of crowns has limited the estimation of the bidirectional reflectance [10] .
This study explores a simple but still physically-based hybrid GO and RT model for estimating the BRDF's of discrete plant canopies, such as forests, woodlands, savannas, or shrublands. To develop this simple hybrid BRDF model for discontinuous plant canopies, the basic structure of the geometric optical model is followed, but the analytical approximations of radiative transfer for a horizontally homogeneous medium with a finite thickness derived in [33] are used to model the reflectance of the components.
Clumping of leaves into branches and branches into crowns leads to shadowing effects at multiple scale. The original GO model only includes shadowing effects at the crown level [9] . In this study, a finer-level hotspot function is also included in the reflectance calculation of the sunlit crown component. This result thus forms an analytical hybrid GORT-BRDF model as an alternative to Li et al.'s more complicated numerical GORT-BRDF model [10] .
II. BACKGROUND
Radiation interaction with a plant canopy is affected by many factors, including the source distribution (proportions of incident beam irradiance and diffuse skylight, and its spectral properties), the canopy structure, as well as the spectral properties of the canopy elements and the canopy background and illumination and viewing geometry. The proportions of beam irradiance and diffuse skylight and its spectral properties depend on atmospheric conditions and waveband. Due to high absorption by plants in the visible wavelengths (0.4-0.7 m), radiation interception approaches absorption and multiple scattering is very small [34] . Due to the high leaf albedo in the near infrared, multiple scattering within the canopy layer and between the ground surface and the canopy are greater.
A complete description of a canopy structure requires the specification of the position, size, and orientation of each element in the canopy, which has proven to be complicated and impractical. Usually statistical parameters of canopy structure, such as the leaf area index (LAI), leaf angle distribution (LAD) and the spatial arrangement of canopy foliage, branches, and stems are used in mathematical models.
The effect of LAI and LAD on the radiation regime for horizontally homogeneous plant canopies is well developed (see the review in [15] ). The canopy gap probability (or Beer's law) was first used by Monsi and Saeki [35] to describe the beam penetration. The gap probability was defined as the probability that a beam misses a set of randomly located leaves. The clumping of canopy leaves into crowns for discontinuous plant canopies results in a nearly horizontally homogeneous distribution of canopy elements within crowns. Small canopy gaps within the crowns (or within-crown gaps) and the larger canopy canopy gaps between crowns (or between-crown gaps) exist for discontinuous plant canopies. No attenuation will occur when light passes through the between-crown gaps, and the proportion of the directly transmitted light passing through the within-crown gaps will obey Beer's Law, which is an exponential function of the total within-crown path length. Gap probabilities are critical when modeling solar radiation interaction within discontinuous plant canopies [10] , [36] .
A. Between-and Within-Crown Gap Probabilities for Discontinuous Plant Canopies
There are two types of gap probabilities for discontinuous plant canopies: the between-crown gap probability and the within-crown gap probability (see Fig. 1 ). The between-crown gap probability for direct beam radiation describes the proportion of the direct solar beam at solar zenith angle that reaches a point at a depth within the plant canopies without passing through any crowns (i.e.,
). The within-crown gap probability is defined as the proportion of direct beam radiation passing through at least one crown is the number of crowns) without being scattered. The theory for calculating both of these gap probabilities has been developed by Li et al. [10] . The between-crown gap probability is modeled based on Boolean set theory, i.e. an exponential function of crown number within the beam projected cylinder volume with a radius starting from the top of the canopy layer to depth
The withincrown gap probability is described by Beer's Law, but its calculation is rather complicated since the within-crown path length is a random variable. The location where a beam enters a crown, the number of crowns through which it passes and the pathlength through an individual crown are random. So in order to calculate the within-crown path length, the distribution of numbers of crowns intercepted by a beam and within-crown pathlength distribution have to be modeled first based on some statistical features of the Possion distribution. The calculation is rather complicated and the details can be found in [10] , [36] .
To illustrate the difference in gap probabilities for homogeneous and discontinuous plant canopies, Fig. 2 shows the vertical distribution of the gap probability (of an old jack pine forest in central Canada) predicted by GORT model for discontinuous plant canopies and Beer's Law for the homogeneous case at different solar zenith angles. This figure shows that the vertical distribution of gap probabilities for discontinuous plant canopies resembles a logistic curve of sigmoidal shape as a function of height, with most of the radiation intercepted in middle of the canopy, whereas for homogeneous plant canopies, the predictions from Beer's Law are simply exponential functions. The cause of the deviation from an exponential function like Beer's Law is the betweencrown gap probability. A second effect is that at larger solar zenith angles, the gap probabilities for the two different plant canopies become similar.
The gap probability for diffuse skylight, or the "openness factor," is the integral of the gap probability for direct beams over the hemisphere. It includes the between-crown openness factor which is the integral of the between-crown gap probability over the hemisphere. The within-crown openness factor is the integral of the within-crown gap probability over the hemisphere.
The between-crown and within-crown gap probabilities for discontinuous plant canopies allows us to model the effect of complex canopy structure on the radiation environment with the canopies. The work by Ni et al. [36] also showed the effect of the horizontal whorl structure on the radiation transmission over boreal forests by incorporating the horizontal whorl structure on gap probabilities.
B. Bidirectional Within-Crown Gap Probability
To model the bidirectional within-crown gap probability, Kuusk's bidirectional within-crown gap probability for a single tree is used [37] , [38] : (1) where is the extinction coefficient with unit , , where is the characteristic linear dimension of foliage elements, and are the within-crown path lengths within a single crown at incident angle and viewing angle and (2) In (1), the first term and the second term are the gap probabilities within a single crown at zenith angle and individually, and the last part is the hotspot function, i.e., (3) To apply this to all crowns, i.e., the light passing through not only one crown, but more than one crown as well, we take full use of the within-crown gap probability for discontinuous plant canopies, and The bidirectional within-crown gap probability for discontinuous plant canopies can be calculated as (4) where the formula of is the same as described above:
is the horizontal crown radius, are calculated based on the within-crown gap probabilities, as described above:
Note that and are the within-crown gap probabilities at solar zenith angle, and viewing zenith angle, which are calculated based on the tree geometry parameters, and is the bidirectional within-crown gap probability calculated based on (4).
C. Multiple Scattering Within Discontinuous Plant Canopies
Numerical solutions for radiative transfer are complicated and hence simpler solutions are desirable. As an improvement, with the two stream approximation, using doubling and adding method, the analytical solution for radiative transfer for a horizontally homogeneous canopy layer with finite thickness was derived in [33] . Define as the directional-hemispherical transmittance, as hemispherical-hemispherical transmittance, as directional-hemispherical reflectance, and as the hemispherical-hemispherical reflectance, where is the thickness of the horizontally homogeneous canopy layer, and is the incident zenith angle, then
where and are directionalhemispherical reflectance, hemispherical-hemispherical reflectance, directional-hemispherical transmittance, and hemispherical-hemispherical transmittance for a semi-infinite homogeneous layer, respectively, which are where is the single scattering albedo of a canopy element; unscattered transmittance; extinction coefficient for a plant canopy layer; FAVD; fraction of the foliage area projected toward the incident zenith angle ; FAVD foliage area volume density. To apply the analytical approximation of radiative transfer for a homogeneous layer to discontinuous plant canopies, an approach is employed which has the effect of squeezing all the plants together and leaving all the gaps (between-crown gaps and within-crown gaps) together. Then the whole canopy can be divided into a homogeneous vegetation layer and a layer without vegetation. The canopy elements are assumed homogeneously distributed in space within the vegetation layer, and the transmittance and reflectance for light passing through the vegetation layer will be estimated by the analytical solutions of the path scattering parameters for a horizontally homogeneous layer. The light passing through the layer without vegetation will remain unattenuated. The scattering parameters for the discontinuous plant canopy can be approximated by the analytical solution of radiative transfer and gap probabilities, i.e, (12) (13) (14)
III. AN ANALYTICAL BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE MODEL
In the GO model, the forest canopy is treated as an assemblage of discrete tree crowns with specific shape and size. The scene has four components, sunlit crowns, shaded crowns, sunlit background, shaded background (Fig. 3) . The bidirectional reflectance of the scene as a whole is modeled as the sum of radiances or reflectances of individual components as weighted by their areal proportions, i.e., (17) where solar zenith and viewing zenith angles; relative azimuth angle; areal proportion of sunlit and viewed crown; areal proportion of the sunlit and viewed background; areal proportion of shaded and viewed crown; areal proportion of shaded and viewed background. The quantities and are well modeled as functions of tree geometry and sun and viewing geometry based on the principles of geometric optics as described by Li and Strahler [9] . In this study, the spectral signatures of the four components, or are modeled based on the analytical approximation of scattering parameters for discontinuous plant canopies described above. The finer level hotspot, such as the hotspot by leaf, branch and trunk, will also be included in the spectral signature of sunlit crown based on the bidirectional within-crown gap probability. Using this approach, the model captures the multi-level hotspot effect for discontinuous plant canopies, and also the multiple scattering based on radiative transfer.
A. Areal Proportions of the Four Components
The Li-Strahler geometric optical mutual shadowing (GOMS) model [9] is used to estimate the areal proportions of Fig. 3 . The four scene components used in the geometric optical model: C is sunlit tree crown, T is shaded tree crown, G is sunlit background, and Z is shaded background.
the four components. The GOMS model is a modified version of their previous model [7] to accommodate more properly the effects of mutual shadowing of individual plant crowns, which are taken as geometric objects that cast shadows on the background and on other crowns. When the crowns are closely spaced and of similar size, the shadow of one crown tends to fall preferentially on the base of an adjacent crown. Thus when the canopy is viewed from a low angle, only the sunlit tops of crowns are seen. This effect gives the BRDF a bowl-shape when plotted in a hemispherical projection.
In the GOMS model, the areal proportions of the sunlit crowns and sunlit background are calculated as functions of the tree crown size, density, and the illumination and viewing directions, but the shaded tree crowns and background are treated as a single component. Here they are separated as follows:
B. Spectral Signatures of the Four Components
The reflectance of a sunlit crown varies as a function of canopy depth. This leads to less brightness near the edges of the crown and increased brightness near the center. The spectral signature of other components may not be uniform either. But for natural vegetation, the variation between signatures of the sunlit and shaded crowns and background is generally much greater than the variation within signatures of these components. So in this study the nonuniformity of component signatures due to multiple scattering effects is neglected.
The spectral signatures and are defined as the brightness of the sunlit crown, sunlit background, shaded crown and shaded background. The incoming radiation usually includes direct beam and diffuse skylight, as a result the component signatures are the results of two terms from direct beam and diffuse skylight:
where is the proportion of incident direct beam, and the quantities are the contributions by the direct beam; are the contributions by the diffuse skylight to the component signatures. The spectral signature of each component will be addressed as follows.
• and For the time being, the background is simply assumed to be Lambertian. This simple assumption is not a problem for denser vegetation. In future studies, the bidirectional effect of background reflectance can be added as needed when applied to very sparse canopy. and are simply modeled as background albedo.
• and For simplification, these two terms are modeled by the light scattered and directly passing through the within-crown gaps and reflected by the background, i.e.
(26) (27) • and are composed of three components (see Fig. 4 ): (28) (29) and are the path reflectances over crowns, i.e., the incident direct and diffuse radiation scattered within crowns. As defined earlier, the signature of the components are assumed Lambertian. But due to effect of self-shadowing of canopy elements within crowns, such as leaves, branches, this also leads to brighter sunlit crown at backward scattering. Here we assume the surface of sunlit crown is partly Lambertian and partly non-Lambertian, The Lambertian part is modeled by and The non-Lambertian part are caused by the finer level hotspot, which is modeled by the bidirectional within-crown gap probability based on the modified formulas of Kuusk's hotspot model [38] , i.e.
by adding the asymmetry effect of scattering, where is the phase function asymmetry factor, and [15] . Since the non-Lambertian function is contributed by the first scattering function, we put a factor in the hotspot function, i.e., : (30) (31) Notice that the hotspot function is ignored in and are the first-order scattered radiance from soil. The viewer sees the background through the within-crown gaps of the canopy. and are the contributions from the background. The background is partly sunlit and partly shadowed. When the viewer is in coincidence with the sun position, the viewer sees the sunlit background, otherwise more shaded background will be seen. With the knowledge of reflectance of sunlit background and shaded background, the brightness of the nonviewable background is the linear combination of sunlit background and shaded background, i.e., where and are the shaded background and sunlit background and nonviewable to the viewer:
where and The first term in (33), , is the areal proportion of sunlit background including viewed and nonviewable, is the areal proportion of sunlit and viewed background. The first term in (33) , is the areal proportion of nonviewable background including sunlit and viewed background. The viewer sees the background through the within-crown gaps, and are expressed as (34) (35) and are the multiple scattering between the canopy layer and the background. A proportion of the incoming photons flux will pass through the canopy layer and be scattered by the background surface. These photons may be scattered back and forth between the canopy layer and the background surface until they escape from the canopy layer or are absorbed by the canopy elements or the background surface. The successive reflections back and forth between the canopy layer and background surface occurs in a geometric (doubling) manner. This amount of scattered radiance is modeled as (36) (37)
• Fourth, and are the brightness of shaded and viewed crowns. For simplification, these two terms are modeled by the light scattered back and forward between the background and the canopy layer, i.e., (38) (39) Notice that the component terms and are also affected by the neighboring crowns. This factor is usually small and very complicated to model, we ignore it here. By tracking the multiple scattering within crowns and the scattering between canopy layer and background, they are modeled as functions of the analytical approximation of scattering parameters as described above and background albedo. The finer level hotspot, such as the hotspot by leaf, branch and trunk, is included in the spectral signature of sunlit crown through bidirectional within-crown gap probability. Using this approach, the model captures the multi-level hotspot effect for discontinuous plant canopies, and also the multiple scattering based on radiative transfer. The geometric optical model captures the mutual shadowing effect at crown level, and the finer level hotspot function captures the mutual shadowing effect at finer canopy structure level, such as leaf, branch, and trunk.
IV. MODEL PREDICTIONS AND COMPARISONS WITH FIELD MEASUREMENTS
The Boreal Ecosystem Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) has been conducted in Canada since 1992 [41] . Its purpose is to improve process models which describe the exchanges of energy, water, carbon, and trace constituents between the boreal forest and the atmosphere, and to develop methods for applying the process models over large spatial scales using remote sensing and other integrative modeling techniques.
During the intensive field campaigns of the BOREAS experiment, several instruments were used to collect multiangular measurements. POLDER (POLarization and Directionality of Earth Reflectances) and ASAS (Advanced Solid-State Array Spectroradiometer) were installed on the C-130 aircraft operated by NASA Ames Research Center, and POLDER was also installed on the helicopter provided by NASA Wallops Flight Facility, respectively. Both instruments measure hyperspectral and multiangle bidirectional reflectance over the land surface. During the field campaigns, the aircraft or the helicopter flew over the "flux tower sites," where tree geometry parameters had been measured, providing the opportunities to validate our model.
ASAS is an airborne imaging spectroradiometer that was modified to point off-nadir by NASA/GSFC for the purpose of remotely observing directional anisotropy of solar radiance reflected from terrestrial surfaces. The instrument is capable of pointing from approximately 70 from zenith forward to 55 aft along-track (in the direction of flight). For BOREAS data collection flights, ASAS collected imagery at most flux tower sites at eight different view zenith angles: 70, 60, 45, 26, nadir, 26, 45, 55 . ASAS data were acquired in 62 spectral bands ranging from 404 to 1023 nm with a spectral resolution of approximately 10 nm in each band [45] . POLDER is an optical sensor designed to observe the surface reflectance in visible and near infrared bands. It operates on a framing camera that acquires multiple overlapping frames along the flight pass. In this way, locations within the flight pass are observed from many different viewpoints. POLDER has a wide field-of-view lens with 51 along the track and 3 cross track, and a CCD array detector to collect images [46] , [47] .
Like the ASAS instrument, the directional signature measured by the POLDER instrument is derived from multiple measurements acquired from various positions. The difference is that ASAS acquires measurements for specific viewing angles whereas POLDER makes many, near-instantaneous multidirectional measurements. The resulting angular resolution for POLDER depends on the aircraft speed relative to its altitude and the position of the location with respect to the center of the flight line. The major weakness of the POLDER instrument, for the measurement of angular signatures, is its limitation to viewing angles of less than 60 . In particular, it is difficult to fully analyze the hot spot when the solar zenith angle is larger than about 50 .
Also, PARABOLA (Portable Apparatus for Rapid Acquisition [48] of Bidirectional Observations of the Land and Atmosphere) measurements were acquired from a movable platform supported by a 70 m dual steel cable tramway at more than 10 m above the flux tower sites.
Each of the above instruments has merits and drawbacks for the purpose of validating the new BRDF model. Due to the large field of view (15 ), PARABOLA measurements are dispersed and the hot spot is not as clearly measured as in the ASAS and POLDER measurements. On the other hand, at large viewing zenith angles, the ASAS images are badly distorted. For POLDER instruments, the largest viewing zenith angle is only 60 So both ASAS and POLDER measurements do not obtain very good measurements at large viewing zenith angles. PARABOLA, however, does have large viewing angles. So model validation was performed by using measurements from all three instruments.
A. Model Prediction
From the GO model, the areal proportions of the four components are modeled as functions of the tree geometry parameters, such as the tree size, height, density, sun and viewing geometry. The component spectral signatures are modeled as functions of the tree geometry parameters, leaf area index, sun and viewing geometry (for calculation of gap probabilities) and spectral properties of the canopy elements and background surface (for calculation of the scattering parameters). The input parameters for the model are as follows.
1) Sun and viewing zenith angles.
2) Tree geometry parameters (the vertical and horizontal crown radii, and crown count density, lower and upper boundary of crown center, and . 3) Foliage area volume density (FAVD). 4) Leaf transmittance and reflectance,, . To illustrate the properties of the areal proportion and component signature terms, Fig. 5 shows the modeled areal proportions of the four components in the principal plane, which is the plane defined by the direction of illumination and the normal to the surface, for the Old Black Spruce stand in the Southern Study Area of BOREAS (called the SOBS site). Figs. 6 and 7 show the modeled spectral signatures of the four components in the visible and near infrared. The input parameters for this model are shown in Tables I and  II . The value of the background albedo is from measurements by Miller et al. [42] , the values of leaf transmittances and reflectances are from the measurements by Middleton and Walter-Shea [43] , and the rest are from Ni et al. [36] . The beam proportion, for clear days is from field measurements [36] . Fig. 5 shows the patterns of the areal proportion of the four components as a function of solar zenith and viewing angles. The areal proportion of sunlit background with the change of viewing direction shows a peak value at the hotspot viewing direction. The fraction of sunlit crown as a function of viewing direction exhibits a bowl shape, and a maximum value at the the hotspot. The shape of the shaded crown proportion is like a sine wave with a local minimum value at the nadir and becomes zero at the hotspot. The shaded background shows a peak value at nadir and is zero at the hotspot direction. The above patterns of the four components explain the shadowing effect of tree crowns well. At the hotspot, no shadows are observable, so no shaded crown and shaded background can be seen and the sunlit crown and sunlit background are at peak values. At the nadir viewing direction, more lower canopy or background can be seen, thus the shaded background reaches a maximum value and the sunlit background reaches a local peak value. Fig. 5 also shows the sunlit crown with a sharper hotspot as solar zenith angle increases. This indicates that the shadowing effect is stronger with increasing solar zenith angle.
Figs. 6 and 7 show that the spectral signature of sunlit crown is a function of both solar zenith angle and viewing zenith angle. The value of increases with solar zenith angles (see the top plots in Figs. 6 and 7) and has a maximum value at the hotspot viewing direction (see the bottom plots in Figs. 6 and 7) due to the shadowing effect from finer structures such as branches, trunks and leaves. The spectral signature of sunlit background is approximated by the background albedo, and constant with the change of sun and viewing directions. The signatures of shaded crown and background are modeled as functions of solar zenith angle, but are almost constant. In Fig. 9 . Comparison of the modeled (solid line) bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) in the principal plane in the red spectral range (540 nm) (left) and near-infrared (866 nm) with ASAS (circles) and PARABOLA measurements (dots) in the old black spruce forest in the southern site (SOBS) of BOREAS in 1994. The solar zenith angle is 47.7 : both the visible and near infrared, and are comparable, with much larger values than the shaded terms and
The comparable values of and in visible and near infrared implies that the background includes considerable vegetation.
B. Comparison of Model Results With Field Measurements
Figs. 8 and 9 show the comparison of the modeled bidirectional reflectance with the PARABOLA, POLDER and ASAS measurements in the SOBS site. POLDER provides many finer angular measurements for the changing of viewing directions, so they are plotted as a line. ASAS has only measurements at only a few viewing angles, and they are plotted as circles. Both ASAS and POLDER measurements show a stronger hotspot than the PARABOLA measurements, as previously explained.
The PARABOLA is a sphere-scanning radiometer with a a conical field of view of 15 Given this move of operation, the PARABOLA measurements at each viewing direction exhibit variation due to the variation in observed proportions of the scene components at the various points sampled in the stand. Second, due to the width of the field of view, PARABOLA measurements do not show a strong hotspot compared with the ASAS and POLDER measurements. Fig. 8 shows that the model predictions fit the POLDER and PARABOLA measurements well in the principal plane and across the principal plane in both visible and near infrared spectral ranges at a solar zenith angle of 36 except for slight overestimation of field measurements in the backward scattering after hotspot angle. Fig. 9 shows for a solar zenith angle of 47.7 that the model fits well with the ASAS and PARABOLA measurements in visible and near infrared in the principal plane.
The comparison of the model results with POLDER, ASAS, and PARABOLA measurements indicates that the model captures the features of the bidirectional reflectances over conifer forests in the principal plane and across the principal plane in the visible and near infrared. Slight overestimation of POLDER measurement after hotspot angle in near infrared is still under investigation.
In the principal plane, the basic feature of the bidirectional reflectance over discontinuous plant canopies is a bowl shape with a strong hotspot at backward scattering. As indicated in Fig. 5 , the areal proportion of sunlit crown as a function of viewing direction is a bowl shape with a peak value at the hotspot angle. Since the sunlit crown is bright compared to the other components, the sunlit crown dominates the shape of BRDF over discontinuous plant canopies. But the shape of the areal proportion of sunlit crown is only a measure of the hotspot at the crown level. Figs. 10 and 11 show the comparison of the modeled results using the hybrid GORT model without considering the finer level hotspot with POLDER, ASAS, and PARABOLA measurements [44] . For these predictions of this hybrid GORT model by Ni et al. [44] , the spectral signatures of the four components are modeled as functions of solar zenith angle but are constant with the viewing zenith angle. It is not like the new model developed here which models the spectral signatures as a function of solar zenith angle and viewing zenith angle as well. Figs. 10 and 11 show that the model without the finer level hotspot function models reasonably well with POLDER, ASAS and PARABOLA measurements in near infrared but underestimates the measurements at hotspot in visible. This is understandable because the hotspot is stronger in visible than near infrared due to much higher light absorption by green leaves in the visible than in the near infrared.
A multiscale hotspot exists for conifer forests. The study by Ni et al. [36] shows the hierarchical clumping including the clumping of needles into shoots, shoots into branches, branches into whorls, and whorls into crowns, with crowns comprising the canopy. When the sun and the viewing directions are the same, the shadowing effect of branches, trunks, stems, shoots, or needles results in the increase of the reflectance, which leads to a brighter sunlit crown at hotspot angle than other viewing directions. Prior research has shown that the width of the hotspot is related to ratio of size and distance between objects [19] . The ratio is related to the the size and density of scene objects. Due to the differences of the size and density of crowns, stems, branches, shoots, or needles for conifer forests, multiscale hotspots overlap each other. Comparison of the shape of areal proportion of sunlit crown (only shows crown-level hotspot) with that of the multiangular reflectance measurements (ASAS, POLDER) or the model predictions as functions of viewing direction, indicates that the later are sharper. This demonstrates that the hotspot effects over discontinuous plant canopies are caused by hotspot effects at multiple scales.
As discussed earlier, the gap probabilities including between-crown and within-crown gap probabilities for discontinuous plant canopies are a measure of the hierarchical canopy structure, the effect of whorl orientation of conifer forest on radiation transmission can be well modeled through gap probabilities [36] . In this study, the effect of the whorl orientation on canopy reflectance was also modeled through gap probability.
In this study, the multiscale hotspot function is developed based on the gap probabilities for discontinuous plant canopies. This is the reason that the new model presented here captures the feature of multiscale hotspot for discontinuous plant canopies.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study presents a simple hybrid geometric optical and radiative transfer (GORT) approach to model the effect of canopy structure on bidirectional reflectance. This hybrid model has advantages relative to either pure RT or pure GO approaches. Pure GO models can capture the basic structure of discontinuous plant canopies, i.e., the clumping of leaves into crowns, which cast shadows; thus, the area covered by the field of view of sensors is a mixture of sunlit and shaded crowns and background. Combined with this approach, the analytical approximation of radiative transfer was used to model the multiple scattering within crowns between leaves. The RT approach accounts for the influence of the optical properties of the foliage on multiple scattering. Gap probabilities play a crucial rule in the application of radiative transfer for discontinuous plant canopies and in deriving the finer level hotspot functions.
This study provides an analytical hybrid GORT model compared to Li et al.'s original version for the bidirectional reflectance over discontinuous plant canopies [10] in the following aspects. First, Li et al.'s original GORT model assumes uniform multiple scattering from the sunlit and shaded crown surfaces. Model validation with measurements in a conifer stand in Howland, Maine showed that the assumption is not appropriate for discontinuous plant canopies, and multiple scattering is higher from the sunlit crown surface [10] . The current version overcomes this problem by modeling the spectral signatures of the sunlit crown and shaded crown separately. By considering the path scattering effect on the sunlit crown, the modeled sunlit crown is brighter than the shaded crown. Second, an analytical approximation of the radiative transfer equation is used instead of the numerical method in the original GORT model so that the component signatures can be calculated by a few simple formulae. Using this approach the bidirectional reflectance over discontinuous plant canopies was modeled as a function of the solar and viewing geometry, the tree geometry parameters and the spectral properties (single scattering albedo) of the canopy elements and the background. Third, finer level hotspot caused by shadowing effect at leaf and branch level are well modeled here.
Model validation with multiple angular measurements in a boreal conifer stand shows that the model captures the main features of the bidirectional reflectance over discontinuous plant canopies, including the bowl shape with the change of viewing direction and the hotspot effect. Slight overestimation of POLDER measurements at backward scattering after hotspot angle is still under investigation.
This model has been validated over dense forests. Future work will involve the validation of the model for very sparse canopies, such as woodlands, savanna, etc. The anisotropic effect of the background will be added if necessary.
